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our customers have been able to interact with our team easily through social media, such as
facebook and twitter. this enables them to obtain our contact details instantly and to interact

with our team effortlessly. this, in turn, provides them with the right information when they need
it. as a result of the international expansion policy, trouvay & cauvin b.v. in the netherlands was

established in 1992 as sales office and stockist for pipes, flanges and fittings. after the
restructuring in 2001, trouvay & cauvin b. re-established the strong market position the

company used to have in some of the middle east countries and in western africa. this effort
resulted into securing significant contracts from most of the major players in these markets and

even into a number of long term supply agreements. at the same time the range of products was
drastically extended in order to serve all different market segments. after the restructuring in

2001, trouvay & cauvin b.v. re-established the strong market position the company used to have
in some of the middle east countries and in western africa. this effort resulted into securing

significant contracts from most of the major players in these markets and even into a number of
long term supply agreements. at the same time the range of products was drastically extended

in order to serve all different market segments. in the period 2003 - 2010, trouvay & cauvin
focused on the acquisition of additional pipe- and flange companies with a particular focus on

manufacturing in the middle east and africa. during that time, the range of pipe and flange sizes
was also extended to handle even the most demanding applications.
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the fortstone and usn optima pipe products are the leading brands of piping systems and modules
available in the american market today. with over 45 years of pipe fabrication experience and over
20 years of pipe modules experience, we can provide you with a product that meets or exceeds the

needs and demands of our customers in the oil & gas industry. our quality programs, extensive
quality control processes and continued research and development program ensure that we can

deliver quality service and pipe products that meet our customer's needs. fortstone and usn optima
pipe products have many years of experience in providing these services to the oil and gas industry
and are the best source for piping needs in this area. for further information, visit the optima pipe
website (http://www.optimapipe.com), or contact our customer service department via e-mail at

[email protected] or [email protected]. the product line has been carefully designed to address the
requirements of a broad variety of piping applications for the performance of challenging and

dangerous tasks. the product line consists of stainless steel, alloy and plastic pipe diameters and
wall thicknesses of one to six inches. a wide variety of pipe fittings are available and have been

designed for the same applications as pipe. sustainability in the production and use of raw material
is a major factor in the integrity of the end product. trouvay believes in its production based on
sustainable practices, mainly in the use of raw materials in a responsible and effective way. all

trouvay production facilities are energy efficient. these can be bought with green energy certificates.
trouvay also has a green house where plants are cultivated to produce green energy certificate

‘flowers’. these support the sustainable production and use of raw materials. which translate into
high quality products. 5ec8ef588b
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